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This paper investigates a discrete-time priority queue with correlated input and constant service time. 
The queue considered here has a potential applicability to time-slotted communication systems. The 
correlated input is modeled by a switched batch Bemoulli process (SBBP). A conservation law for a 
general class of discrete-time queues is presented. The conservation law together with a direct 
approach for a SBBP/D/1 queue enables us to obtain the mean waiting times in a two-class head-of
the-line priority queue with mixed SBBP and batch Bemoulli process (BPP) inputs. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

Priority disciplines are widely employed in many practical 
systems. A typical example is a packet communication 
system [1,2], where short messages with a short response
time requirement are given a higher priority than long 
messages. In some situations the priority function is 
inherent in the system mechanism for sharing a resource. 
This example is a slotted ring system [3], where the 
physical order of sources along the ring imposes a priority 
ordering for access to the channel. 

A common feature in such communication systems as 
packet switching and ATM systems is that the time (or 
information) is divided into fixed size intervals called slots 
(packets, or cells) and that they operate on a discrete-time 
basis. These communication systems, here, are termed 
discrete-time systems. Another common feature is that we 
frequently encounter a queueing situation with or without 
priorities where the input process is not renewal but 
correlated. For example, it is well known that the input 
process of packetized voice traffic (at a switching node or 
multiplexer) does not form a Poisson process (nor renewal 
process) but bursty and correlated. Performance issues in 
discrete-time systems then necessitate discrete-time priority 
queues with correlated inputs. 

A number of models have been proposed to capture the 
effect of correlated inputs to a single-server queue. 
Gopinath et a1.[3] and Morris [4] have respectively 
modeled discrete-time correlated inputs by considering a 
moving-average process or by considering each source to 
have an on-and-off state. Ushijima [5] and Ahmadi et 
a1.[6] have modeled correlated inputs by considering a 
Markov chain that governs batch size (the number of 
customers arriving during a slot). Heffes et a1.[7] has 
modeled non-Poisson continuous-time correlated inputs by 
considering a Markov modulated Poisson process 

(MMPP), especially two-state MMPP what is called 
switched Poisson process (SPP) [8]. However, it is not 
simple to analyze the SPP input priority queue as seen in 
Laue [2] and Machihara [9]. The primary purpose of this 
paper is to provide a simple analytic approach to a discrete
time priority queue with correlated inputs. 

It should be noted that the input processes considered 
here covers those in Dafermos et al.[lO], Kim [11], Rubin 
et al.[12], and Louvion et al.[13] as special cases, since the 
proposed switched batch Bernoulli process (SBBP) 
includes a batch Bemoulli process which is ordinarily 
assumed as inputs in the discrete-time queueing literature. 

2. THE SBBP MODEL 

In order to capture the effect of correlated input processes 
to a discrete-time system, we introduce a stochastic process 
as follows. 

Time is divided into intervals (called slots) which are 
equal in length. Integer times n E { ••• , -2,-1, 0, 1, 2, ... } 
are assigned to individual slot boundaries. Customers 
arriving during (n-1,n) join the system just after time n. 
Thus arrivals are assumed to occur at the beginning of the 
next slot. Any departure from the system is assumed to be 
taken place at the end of a slot. The time interval [n-1,n) 
will be referred to as the nth slot. 

Let Xn denote the number of customers arriving at the 
beginning of the (n+ l)th slot, Le. arrival batch size at time 
n. The input process can be characterized by the sequence 
of batch sizes {Xn}. We consider a discrete-time Markov 
chain {Yn} having state space {l, 2}. The chain will be 
referred to as an arrival phase process, and state i (i =1, 2) 
will be also referred to as phase L The dwell times of the 
chain {Y n} at state i, (the durations in slots of phase i) are 
geometrically distributed with mean 1/ O>i (0 < O>i SI) for i 
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= 1,2. We assume that if the nth slot is in phase i (i = 1 or 
2), the batch size Xn is independent and identically 
distributed but dependent on L We define the following 
probabilities and the corresponding probability generating 
functions (pgfs): 

ai,k == Pr{Xn = k I Yn = i} (i = 1,2; k ~ 0), 
00 

Ai(Z) == l: aj,kzk (i = 1, 2). 
k=O 

We denote the mean of probability distribution {aj,k}by ai 
for each phase i (i = 1, 2). 

Note that the batch size includes zero. We refer to the 
batch with positive size as a +batch. Whenever the chain is 
in state i (while the arrival phase process is in i), the input 
process of +batches forms a Bernoulli process with 
parameter (Xi == 1 - ai,O. The input process of customers 
then forms a batch Bernoulli process (BBP) characterized 
by Ai(Z) whenever the chain is in state L Since the input 
process is modulated by a two-state Markov chain {Y n}, 
we will refer to this input process as a two-state Markov 
modulated batch Bernoulli process, or simply as a switched 
batch Bernoulli process (SBBP). Note that a SBBP is 
characterized by the pgfs Ai(Z) (i = 1, 2) and the parameters 
COi (i = 1, 2). We will then say that the SBBP has a source 
{COi, Aj(z); i = 1, 2}. Similarly, when a BBP is 
characterized by A(z) (the pgf of batch size), the BBP is 
said to have a source {A(z)}. The following lemmas are 
straightforward from these definitions. 

Lemma 2.1 If a SBBP has a source (COi, Adz)} where 
Al(Z) = A2(Z) = A(z), the SBBP is then reduced to a BPP 
with a source (A(z)}. 

Lemma 2.2 The superposition of mixed SBBP with a 
source (COi, Adz)} and BBP with a source (B(z)} forms a 

SBBP with a source (COi, Adz)B(z)}. 

Conceptually we can introduce a multi-state Markov 
modulated batch Bernoulli process just like a multi-state 
MMPP in continuous time, but we restrict ourselves to the 
two-state case (Le. SBBP) to simplify the arguments. 

For statistical characteristics of the SBBP (eg. pgf of 
the cumulative number of arriving customers during [O,t], 
index of dispersion for counts, and autocorrelation of batch 
sizes), see Hashida et al.[l4]. 

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR A 
SBBP/D/l QUEUE 

We consider a SBBP/D11 queue without priorities. The 
server usually corresponds to a single channel in a packet 
communication system or in an ATM system. The queue 
(waiting room) corresponds to a buffer in a switching node 
or in a statistical multiplexer. The service corresponds to a 
transmission of a message composed of several packets or 
to a transmission of a cell. We regard the transmission time 
of a packet or cell (which is constant) as time unit. 

As seen in Hashida et a1.[l4] the suplementary variable 
approach enables us to treat a more general SBBP/G/I 
queue. However, our assumption that the service time be 
constant enables us to take a direct (Markov chain) 
approach. 

The system is defined here as a single server with an 
infinite capacity waiting room. We denote the number of 
customers in the system at time t by Nt. We further use the 
following notations to develop our queueing analysis. 

pij(m; t) == Pr{Nt=m, Yt=j I NO=O, YO=i} (m ~ 0). 

Note that the bivariate process {Nt. Yd with state space 
{ (m, j); 0 ~ m < 00, 1 ~ j ~ 2} then forms a Markov chain. 

3.1. Basic Difference Equations for Steady
State Probabilities 

To obtain the difference equation for the state probabilities, 
we relate the probabilities at time t+ 1 to those at time t. 
These arguments lead to 

m+l _ 
Pij{m; t+l) = l:Pij(k; t)aj,m-k+lCOj 

k=l 

+ hxPij(O; t)aj,mroj + hxPij*(O; t)aj* ,mCOj* (m ~ 0), 

where roj == 1 - COj andj* == 3 - j (j = 1,2). 

(1) 

We assume the existence of the steady-state 
probabilities: 

pj(m) == limt~Pij(m; t) (m ~ 0). 

(The stability condition will be discussed later.) Equation 
(1) yields the following basic difference equations. 

m+l _ m+l _ 
pj(m) = l: Pj(k)aj,m-k+l COj + l: pj{k)aj*,m-k+lCOj* 

k=l k=1 

+ pj(O)aj,mroj + Pj*(O)aj* ,mCOj* (j = 1, 2; m ~ 0). (2) 

3.2. Queue Length Distribution 

We introduce the z-transform for each j as 

Pj(Z) == L ZmPj(m) (j = 1,2). 
m=O 

Taking the z-transfonn of (2), we obtain 

[z - IDjAj{z)]Pj{z) = 

(z - 1)<l>j{z) + coj*Aj*(z)Pj*(z) (j = 1,2), 

where 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



By letting Z ~ 1 in (4), we have 

(1- O>j)Pj{I) = roj* (j = 1,2). (6) 

On the other hand, the nonnalization condition gives 

1 = Pj(1) + Pj*(I). (7) 

Solving (6) and (7) for (Pj(1)} gives 

Solving simultaneous equation (4) for (Pj{z)}, we find 

(9) 

Here, we used the abbreviation as Aj == Aj(z), <l>j == <l>j{z). 

By letting Z ~ 1 in (9), and using (5) and (8), we obtain 

(10) 

where p is offered load given as 

We are now in a position to detennine (<l>i(Z)} in the 
numerator of Pj(z) (see (9». It is sufficient to detennine 
(Pj(O)) because of (5). It is straightforward to see that the 
denominator in the right-hand side of (9) has (at least) one 
zero point Z = 2'.0 (12'.01 < 1) satisfying 

D(z) == (z - O>jAj(z»(z - O>j*Aj*(z» - rojroj*Aj(z)Aj*(z» 
= 0, 

if P is less than unity. Thus, the condition ftp < 1" is 
necessary for stability of the SBBP/D1l queue. From the 
regularity ofPj(z) (lzl SI), the numerator must vanish for Z 
= 2'.0 as follows. 

We then have (pj{O)} from (5), (10), and (11) 

~ Pj(O) = Pj(O) = XD (j = 1,2), 

where XN(j) == (1 - p)ZOCJ)j*Aj*(zo), and 

(13) 

Xo == zo[roj*Aj*(ZO) - OljAj(ZO)] + Aj(zo)Aj*(zo)(1 - rojroj*). 
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Therefore, we have detennined the z-transfonn Pj{z) for an 
individual phase j (j = 1,2). 

We refer to the number of customers in the SBBP/D/l 
system as the queue length. Denoting the steady-state 
queue length by N, we obtain the pgf of the queue length 
distribution as 

00 2 
P(z) == L zmPr{N = m} = L Pj(z). 

m=O j=l 
(14) 

We can get any moment E[Nn] of N (n ~ 1) through 
differentiating P(z). 

3.3. Virtual and Actual Waiting Time 
Distributions 

Let Vj(m; t) be the joint probability that at time t the arrival 
phase is in j and that a virtual customer who arrived at that 
time t+ would wait just m slots before entering service. We 
introduce the steady-state z-transfonn Vj(z) as 

Vj(z) == limt~ L zmVj{m; t) 
m=O 

(j = 1,2). 

Recalling the service time is constsant and is equal to unity, 
we have the z-transfonn Vj(z) as 

00 

Vj(z) = Pj(O) + limt~ L Pr{Nt = m, Yt = j}zm 
m=l 

= Pj(z) (j = 1,2). (15) 

Hence, we get the pgf of the virtual waiting time at the 
beginning of a slot V(z) as 

The virtual waiting time (at the beginning of a slot) is also 
referred to as "the server backlog (at time t+)" in Dafennos 
and Neuts [10], or as "the unfinished work" in Tran-Gia 
and Ahmadi [15]. 

Let Vj(m; t) be the joint probability that at time t the 
arrival phase is in j and that the total unfinished work at 
time t- is equal to m. We further introduce the steady-state 

z-transfonn vj (z) as 

vj(z) == limt~ L zmVj(m; t) (j = 1,2). 
m=O 

Note that the pgf of the total amount of service times 
required by the customers arriving at an arbitrary slot is 
given by Aj(z) whenever the arrival phase is in j. Hence, 
we have 

- Vj(z) . 2 
Vj(z) = Aj(z) (j = 1, ), (16) 
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which signifies the z-transfonn of the total unfmished work 
seen by the virtual customer who finds the arrival phase in 
j. It follows from (8), (15), and (16) that 

- (OJ*. 
Vj(z)lz=1 = Pi!) = (j = 1,2). (17) 

(01 + (02 

The pgf of the (actual) waiting time of the first customer 
in a batch, W g(z), is then obtained in a similar manner to 
that in Heffes and Lucantoni [7] as 

Wg(z) alVi(z) + a2Vi(z), 

P 

where p == (02al + (01a2 = alPl(1) + a2P2(1). 
(01 + (02 

(18) 

We are now in a position to obtain the pgf of the 
waiting time of an arbitrary customer W(z). We consider 
an arbitrary customer (called a tagged customer). We 
define a tagged batch as the batch to which the tagged 
customer belong. Namely, a tagged batch is composed of 
the customers who arrive during the same slot as the tagged 
customer. Let Tj(z) be the pgf of the time from the 
beginning of the service of the first customer in the tagged 
batch until the beginning of the service of the tagged 
customer when the arrival phase is in j. Note that the pgf 
of the number of preceding customers (within the tagged 
batch) over the tagged customer is given by the backward 
recurrence time of batch size: (I - Aj(z)} / (ail - z)} when 
the arrival phase is in j. Therefore, we have 

T'(z) = 1 - Aj(z) (j = 1 2) 
J aj( 1 - z) ,. (19) 

Thus we obtain the pgf of the waiting time distribution 
W(z) as 

W(z) al Vj(z)Tl(Z) + a2 Vi(z)T2(Z) 

p 

4. CONSERV ATION LAW AND ITS 
APPLICATION TO PRIORITY QUEUES 

(20) 

In this section, we provide a conservation law for a general 
discrete-time queue, which will be applied to evaluate the 
waiting time in a mixed SBBP and BBP input priority 
queue. 

4.1. Conservation Law 

We consider a discrete-time ( GX) lall) queue with general 
batch inputs, general service times, and P (P ~ 1) customer 
classes. We assume a general class of work-conserving 
service rules including first-come-first-served (peFS), last
come-flrst-served (LeFS), head-of-the-line (HL) priority, 

and preemptive-resume (PR) priority. When considering a 
priority rule, a class i customer has precedence over a class 
j customer if i < j (1 ~ i ~ P). The service rule is said to be 
non-preemptive (NP), if no service preemption is allowed. 
Both the FeFS and HL rules are non-preemptive. Under 
the PR priority rule, when a customer being served is 
interrupted (by a higher priority class customer), the 
interrupted customer enters limbo, a tenn introduced by 
Wolff [16]. 

We will need the following notations for class p 
customers (1 ~ p ~ P). 

Ap: arrival rate (mean number of arriving customers per 
slot) 

hp, h(~) : first and second moments of service time 

Pp: offered load per slot (== Aphp; traffic intensity) 
E[Qp] : mean queue length excluding customers in server 

and limbo, 

E[W p] == wp: mean waiting time excluding sojourn time in 
limbo, 

cp: mean effective service time, Le., mean elapsed time 
from the moment a customer enters the service 
facility until the moment it leaves the system. 

We further use the following convensions. 

P; == fPi, and «(hr == (Gk+}' ... , Gk+r) 
i=1 

(r-dimensional vector with an appropriate number k). 

It then follows that for the GX) la 11 queue, 

cp = hp under any NP rule, 

and for the ('BBP)p_l,GXlGIl queue, 

cp hp + under the PR priority rule. 
1 - P p-l 

Here, BBP means that the interarrival times of +batcches 
have a geometric distribution (the input forms a batch 
Bemoulli process). 

It should be noted that, as is customary in discrete-time 
queuing literature [17], an arbitrary epoch is supposed to be 
the instant just after the beginning of a slot. By unfinished 
work, we mean the total remaining service time for the 
server to serve all the class p customers in the system. We 
use the following notations. 

V p: unfinished work in the system just after the beginning 
of a slot, 

vp: unfinished work in the system just before the 
beginning of a slot, 

V p[Q] : unfinished work in the queue excluding server 
and limbo, 

V p[H] : unfinished work in the service facility, and 
V p[l] : unfinished work in limbo 

(Vp[l] == 0 under an NP rule). 

From the defmitions, we have 



E[V p] = E[Vp] + pp. (21) 

The term, lumped class k customers is defined as a set 
of customers with class indices {1,2, ... ,k}. If Vk signifies 
the unfinished work for lumped class k customers in the 
system, we then have 

k 
E[Vk1 = I E[Vi]. 

i=1 

On the other hand, it is obvious that 

E[Vp] = E[Vp(Q)] + E[Vp(H)] + E[Vp(I)]. 

(22) 

(23) 

The first two terms in the right-hand side of (23) can be 
easily evaluated. In fact, it is verified from Little's formula 
that 

E[Vp(Q)] = E[Qp]hp = ppwp. (24) 

Note that E[V p(H)] is mean unfinished work for class p 
customers in the server at an arbitrary epoch. It then 
follows that E[Vp(H)] is mean forward recurrence time of 
class p service time and is given by h(;) / (2hp) + 1. A 
random observer arriving at an arbitrary epoch finds the 
server busy for a class p customer with probability pp. We 
then get 

h(2) 
E[Vp(H)] = Pp [~+ 1]. 

p 
(25) 

As for the third term in the right-hand side of (23), we note 
the probability that a random observer finds a customer in 
limbo is given by 

where cp - hp is the mean sojourn time in limbo for a class 
p customer. Under NP service rules, it is trivial that the 
third term in the right-hand side of (23) is zero, since cp = 
hp. Under the PR priority rule, either if the +batches 
interarrival times for lumped class l2::l are geometrically 

~ 
distributed «BBP)p-l input) or if the service times for class 
p are geometrically distributed, the mean unfinished work 
in limbo is given by h(2) / (2h ) + 1, which can be seen 
from a discrete-time anJogue of the continuous-time result. 
Thus, we have under the PR priority rule 

h(2) 
E[Vp(l)] = Ap (cp - hp)[~ + 1] (2 s pS P), (26) 

p 
~ . 

either if (BBP) 1 input is assumed or if the service time for 
class p is assu~ed to be geometrically distributed. Note 
that E[V 1 (I)] is always zero under the PR rule. Substituting 
(24) through (26) into (23) yields the next theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1 Consider a discrete-time GX)/GIl 
queue. We then have/or class p (1 ~p ~P) 

h(2) 

ElVpJ = Ppwp + pp[2f + IJ, (27) 

h(2t 
ElVpJ = Ppwp + pprt, (28) 

p 
under any non-preemptive (NP) service rule. 

If we further assume either the +batches interarrival 
times for lumped class 1l=1 or the service times for class p 
are geometrically distributed, we have for class p (2 ~ p ~ 
P) 

h(2) 

ElVpJ = Ppwp + ApCp l21- + IJ, 

h(f> 
ElVpJ = Ppwp + ApCp lrt + 1] - Pp, 

p 
under the preemptive-resume (PR) priority rule. 

(29) 

(30) 

The following corollaries are straightforward from 
Theorem 4.1 and (22). 

Corollary 4.2 Consider a discrete-time Gi'G!1 
queue with an NP service rule. We then have for lumped 
class k (1 ~ k ~ P), 

k h(2) 

ElVId = L {ppwp + Pp l2f + IJ}, 
p=I p 

(31) 

k h(2) 

ElV!J = L {ppwp + Pp rt }. 
p=I p 

(32) 

Corollary 4.3 Consider a (BiiP)P_l,(JXIG!1 or 

~ ~ 

GX IG1,(Geom)rp_1)II queue with the PR priority rule. 
We have for lumped class k (1 ~ k ~ P), 

k h(2) 

ElVId = L {ppwp + ApCp l2f" + IJ}, (33) 
p=I p 

k h(2) 

ElV!J = L (ppwp + ApCp lrt + 1] - pp). (34) 
p=l p 

P 
Note that E[Vp] = L E[Vp] is invariant under any 

p=1 
work-conserving service rule. The set of equations (31) 
through (34) with k = P will be referred to as a 
conservation law for a discrete-time queue. We have found 
no references on the discrete-time conservation law except 

for Boxma and Groenendijk [17], who treated the 

~Rl/1 queue with an NP servicre rule. 
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4.2. Mean Delay Analysis for Priority Queues 
with Mixed SBBP and BBP Inputs 

In this subsection, we consider a discrete-time, head-of
the-line (HL) priority queue with constant service time and 
two-class customers. Recall the structure of the discrete
time queue where an arrival occurs only at the beginning of 
a slot. A class 1 (higher priority class) customer does not 
find a class 2 customer in service (it may find a class 2 
customer in waiting room) at its arrival epoch, the queueing 
behavior for class 1 is then independent of that for class 2. 
Thus we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.5 Consider a discrete-time G~1,G~2/D/l 
queue with the HL priority rule. The waiting time for class 
1 is independent of that for class 2. 

We are finally in a position to analyze a discrete-time 
m... priority queue with mixed SBBP and BBP inputs and 
constant service time. Firstly suppose that class 1 has a 

SBBP input with a source {ffij, Ai(Z)} and that class 2 has a 

BBP input with a source {B(z)}. This situation will occur 
at a statistical multiplexer, if we model packetized voice 
traffic by a SBBP and packetized data traffic by a BBP, and 
if the m... priority rule is adopted at packet (or cell) level. 

Here is a mean-delay analysis for a SBBP,BPP/D/l m... 
priority queue. By using Lemma 4.5 we get the mean 
waiting time Wl for class I, through the analysis of the 
SBBP/D/l queue described in Section 3 where the SBBP 

has a source {Oli. Ai(Z)}. From Lemma 2.2 we obtain the 
total unfinished work E[V 2] for both classes 1 and 2, again 
through the SBBP/D/l queueing analysis where the SBBP 
has a source {Oli. Ai(Z)B(z)}. Applying the conservation 
law (e.g. (31) in Corollary 4.2), we finally find the mean 
waiting time W2 for class 2. 

Secondly suppose that class 1 has a BBP input with a 
source {A(z)} and that class 2 has a SBBP input with a 

source {Oli, Bi(Z)}. As for a BPP,SBBP/D/l m... priority 
queue, the delay analysis is similar to that for a 
SBBP,BBP/D1l m... priority queue. By using Lemmas 2.1 
and 4.5 we get the mean waiting time Wl for class 1 
through the analysis of the BBP/D1l queue in Section 3. 
From Lemma 2.2 we obtain the total unfinished work 
E[VZ] for both classes 1 and 2, through the SBBP/D/l 
queueing analysis where the SBBP has a source {Oli, 
A(z)Bi(Z)}. Applying the conservation law (e.g. (31) in 
Corollary 4.2), we find the mean waiting time W2 for 
class 2. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We modeled a bursty and correlated input to a discrete-time 
system by considering a switched batch Bemoulli process 
(SBBP). We presented a performance analysis for a 
SBBP/D/1 (FCFS) queue. A direct approach is applied to 
fmd pgf formulas of queue length, unfinished work (virtual 
waiting time) as well as waiting time. We subsequently 
presented a conservation law for a wide class of discrete
time single-server queue with multi-class customers. This 
conservation law together with the results for the 
SBBP/D/1 (FCFS) queue enables us to obtain the 

individual class mean waiting times in a two-class discrete
time m... priority queue with mixed SBBP and BPP input 
and constant service time. 

The presented approach requires that the priority rule be 
work-conserving. A numerical analysis for a more general 
priority queue (e.g. with a finite capacity as in [15]) 
remains for future study. The problem of parameter 
estimation in a SBBP from system measurement data also 
remains for further study. 
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